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Ad Hoc Body Approves
Informal Student Dress
By GEORGE BRITTON

The dress proposal submitted by the Student Association was approved by a
five to three vote at the second meeting of the ad-hoc Tri-Partite Board held before
Easter vacation. The proposal is currently awaiting approval by Fr. James Coughlin, dean, and Mr. Robert Griffin, Director of Student Services, in their respective
areas of class and cafeteria.

Fred Harris

Case For Black Power
Presented Tomorrow
Tomorrow evening at 7:30 in the Oak Room the case for
Black Power will be presented to Fail'field. Sponsored by the
Young Democrats, this topic will include remarks from Dr. Robert
Cook, Professor of Sociology at Yale; Mr. Fred·Harris Jr., President of the Hill Parents Association of New Haven and Mr. Joseph
Harris of the Dixwell Legal Rights Association.
Dr. Cook, a former Congressional candidate of the Arnel'·
ican Independent Movement will
concentrate his address on thp
relations of whites and blacks
as illustrated by the close ties
of the Hill Parents association
and the American Independent
Movement. From his viewpoint
as a sociologist he will also note
the urban racial problem, poverty and what the white population must do to free the black.
Concluding his remarks Mr.
Cook will try to relate these
problems as outgrowth of our
present system.
Mr. Fred Harris' will orient
his remarks toward the Black
Power philosophy which holds
that the Urban Interracial crisis
can only be met when poor

-----------

people organize and shape their
own destinies and not let it be
shaped by the white liberal establishment.
WhIte Racism
Mr. Joseph Harris will speak
on White racism and the question that has raised recent attention: violence or non-violence
as a means to an end.
Following this presentation a
group on campus caJling itself
Friends of the Hill Parents Association, will take up a collec,
tion to obtain resources to continue the constructive programs
of the association for the summer months. Due to a recent
cut in FederaJ Poverty allocations this money is urgently
needed.

The student proposal advocat·
ed informal dress for classes
and meaJs on the Campus Cen·
ter, and formaJ dress would be
.required for the Sunday night
meal in the Campus Center, If
that meaJ was served by wait.
ers. The students felt that a
change was necessary because
the present dress regulations
"have lost their purpose" and
"are not achieving their aim."
At the meeting the Administration proposed that dress for
classes should be formal, as
reads in the Student Handbook,
formal dress in the Campus
Center at the noon meal, and
informal dress in the Campus
Center at the evening meal.
These regulations are currently
in effect. The Administration
suported their policy because
they felt it achieved a profes.
sional atmosphere in the classroom, brought self-respect in the
student, and added an apprecia·
tion of the student-teacher relationship.
FinaJ Vote
The Board then took a vote
on a slightly revised from the
original student proposal: "informal dress as defined by the
present student handbook should
be allowed in classes and at
the noon meal in the Campus
Center." The vote passed the
resolution five in favor, three
against.
Continued on Page 9

Central Park Peace Rally
By Bll..L BERTIER and
BOB BURGESS
"Thou shalt not belleve in a
ml1ltary victory.
"Thou shaJt not believe in a
political victory.
"Thou shalt not believe that
they - the Vietnamese love

us.
"Thou shalt not believe that the
Salgon Government has the
support of the people.
"Thou shalt not believe'that the
majority of the South Vietnamese look upon the Viet
Cong as terrorists.
"Thou shalt not believe the
figures of kllIed enemies or
killed Americans.
"Thou shalt not believe that the
generals know best.
"Thou shaJt not believe that the
enemy's victory means communism.
"Thou shalt not believe that the

world supports the United
States.
"Thou shalt not kill."
These words, believed to have
been written by the late Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., were
delivered at last Saturday's
peace rally in Central Park by
his widow before a crowd of
87,000.
Peaceful Day
The day had been marked by
sporadic incidents but was on
the Whole, peaceful. Most of the
143 arrests occurred vvhen several groups of demonstrators attempted to stage rival demonstrations.
One such group of about 50
people moved uptown from approximately 7th Ave. and 18th
St. disrupting traffic along the
way. They carried a banner
which read "The streets belong
to the people" and posters of
the late revolutionarr Che Guev-

era. They apparently we r e
marching in protest of a vicious
police assault on a group of
demonstrators who had gathered ear 1 i e r at Washington
Square. The demonstrators who
had resisted arrest were individually-surrounded by as many
as six policemen and beaten to
the ground with leather blackjacks.
Vietnam Objection
Mrs. King objected to Ameri_
can action in Vietnam and the
welfare programs in this nation
that "dehumanize God's children." "The bombs that we drop
on the people of Vietnam continue to explode at home with
all their devastating potential"
said Mrs. King.
The rally was one of many
staged across the nation by the
Natlonll.lMobUization Committee to End the War in Vietnam.
Continued on P~e 9

Government Election
Set For Tomorrow
By COLIN KILEY
Tomorrow the Student Government elections for the Class
Officers and for positions in the Legislature in all three classes
are to take place. The election committee has taken extra measures
to avoid a repercussion of the controversy involving the recent
Student Government elections.
The elections will be held from Lombardi are running for
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Campus Treasurer. William Barrett is
running for the office of SecreCenter.
tary. James Schieferstein. also
Donald McInerney, Vice Presirunning unopposed, is seeking
dent of the Student Government
the on-campus representative
remarked that turnouts for the
legislative position.
election "have been better than
previous elections." He added.
Election Regulations
however, that there is room for
In order to help insure a fair,
improvement in the turnout as
honest
and efficient election the
evidenced in the controversial
election committee published
'68 Government elections.
election regulations. Some of
In the class of 1969 candidates
these regulations are: 1. Writerunning for class office are:
in campaigns for positions for
President, Fred Heissenbuttel,
in the Legislature are invalid as
Thomas Josefiak; Vice Presistated in the Constitution. 2.
dent, Bernard Price, John MiWrite-in campaigns for positions
kochik, Robert Bisceglia; Secin the Classes will be valid since
retary, Brian Fitzgerald, Thomthere is no prOVision in the Conas Keegan; Treasurer, Robert
stitution restricting this. ThQ
Fraracdo. Gerald Sabo is rUIlelection chairman must be notining unopposed for the day-stufied 36 hours in advance of any
dent representative position in
intentions to stage a write-in atthe legislature.
tempt. 3. In both elections for
In the class of 1970 candidates Class Officers and Legislators,
for President are Rober McCar- the person or persons having the
thy and Allan Pilch. Theodore highest number of votes shall be
Keyloun is running unopposed
declared elected. 4. The chairfor Vice President as is Jay man of the Elections Committee
McLaughlin for Treasurer. No shall appoint the moderators,
petition was filed for the Secn~ elections officials and ballot box
tary post. In legislative positions tf nders. These officials shall be
Donald Defronzo and Micha€'\ empowered to assure that the
McVerry are seeking the At- Constitutional provisions and the
Large positions. Day-Student Election Regulations are upheld.
Representative candidates are: 5. All voters shall be required to
Raymond Connor, Charles Co- show to the poll tenders at the
viello, Ronald Dukenski, and time of voting proof of eligibilA 11 a n Kaulbach. Lawrence ity to vote. No person shall vote
Acampora, Emmanuel Bartolot- without said proof unless the
ta, Robert Carpenter, Daniel Ivoter is personally known to the
Colangelo, Robert Dohn, Drew poll tender or Election Official.
Draves, John Engratt, Thomas 6. No printed or spoken camGleason, Donald Malone, Albert paign material or political soliMariani, William Provost, Rob- citing shall occur with 25 feet
ert Quick, Thomas Rosendahl, 'Of the polling place on the day
and David Rossiter are the can- of the election. 7. The results
didates for on-campus Repre- of the voting shall be announced
with the numerical returns for
sentative posts.
Christopher Daly, Thomas each candidate. This will proGugliotti, Douglas Menagh, and vide the c'andidates with the opJohn Renehan are running for porfunity to appraise their relathe office of President in the tive success.
class of 1970.
James Cunningham asked that
Candidates for Vice President "all people who are able to deare: Charles Dombeck, Colin vote a small bit of time to the
Kiley, and Kevin McAuliffe. Government to do so and help
Mark Alexander and Warner
Continued on Page 9
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Danforth Foundation
Awards Dr. Farnum

Campus News
PREMARRIAGE

s~nNARS

A series of three related seminars will be held to explore and
discuss the various aspects of
marriage on April 29, May 6,
and May 13 at the Lid Coffpp
House, 200 University Ave., in
Bridgeport at R:OO p.m. The
series will cover love, sex education, and family life. A discussion format will be followed
to give opportunity for maxi·
mum participation and benefit.
To register p-all UB Chaplain at
366-3611 or Council of Churches
at 333-3136.
PLAY READING

"Chiaroscuro," a play written
by Mr. Louis Berrone of the
English Department will be read
tomgnt at 8:()() 5n the Oak
Room. The reading is one e..vent
of the Spring Semester :English
Series sponsored by the Ene:lish
Department.
BLOOD BANK

A Blood Bank will. be conducted on campus tomorrow from
10 :30 a.m. to 3 :30 p.rn. in the
Oak Room.
FUTURE WEDDINGS
IN CHAPEL

The student Chapel is now
available for weddings of members of the Fairfield University Community, according to an
announcement by Reverend
Joseph McCormick, Chaplain of
the University.
A recent request to the
B ish 0 p of Bridgeport has
brought permission to h a v e
weddings performed in the student Chapel for members of the
faculty, administration and student body of Fairfield and Fairfield Prep School. It is expected
that students planning marriages will take advantage of
this new privilege in growing
numbers in the years ahead. The
purpose of the new policy is to
allow students and other members of the academic community who have spent their lives
here, to solemnize their wed.
dings on the University Campus.
Arrangements for the use of
the Chapel should be made
through the Chaplain's office,
Campion, Room 102.
SHAKESPEARE PREVIEWS

The

American Shakespeare

Festival in Stratford is offering
,;le public the opportunity to see
all four of the Theatre's 1968
productions before the Summer
Season is underway. Tickets for
Preview WeeKends rrom April
27th through June 8th and for
Nightly Previews from June
l~th through June 21st are now
available at a substantial savings from regular Summer Season rates ($3.75, $3.25 - Orch.;
$3.50 - Mezz.; $2.75 - Bale.).
"EXISTENTIAL"
PSYCHIATRY

The "existential approach" to
psychiatry, will be the subject
of the annual meeting of the
AMERICAN ONTOANALYTIC
ASSOCIATION which will be
held on SUNDAY, MAY 12 at
the Sheraton.Plaza Hotel in
Boston, Mass. It will begin at
9:00 a.m. and continue (with
breaks for luch and dinner)
until 10:()() p.m. All students and
residents will be admitted FREE
to the morning program. Admission for non-members is
$6.00; members - $5.00; students and residents who attend
programs other than the morning one will receive a reduced
rate of $3.00. The general public
is admitted to all programs and
is invited to attend.
NEW KEY MEMBERS

In elections held on April 4
and April 24, a total of fifteen
students have been elected into
the 1968-1969 Cardinal Key Society. The "new" Key officially
began its operations under the
direction of incoming President
Dom Cusimano, Class of 1969,
in a meeting held on April 30.
The new members are:
Class of 1969 Donald
Fields, James Magenheimer,
Howard Winters.
Class of 1970 William
Carter; Joseph Krajic, Thomas
Truscinski, Joseph Umile, John
Ward.
Class of 1971 - John Fallon,
Kilian J. Fritsch, Tho mas
Gugliotti, Patrick Long, Robert
Mals, Thomas Quigley, Peter
Schuessler.
MANAGEMENT LECTURES

The 1<~airfield University student chapter for the Society for
the Advancement of Management will sponsor a lecture tonight in Room 130 Xavier Hall,
starting at 7:15 p.m.

'"

The guest speaker will be Mr.
'William A. Kaliff, Vice·President of Morton International,
Inc., the parent organization
controlling the manufacturers of
Morton salt and. Simoniz products.
FILM FESTIVAL

42ND STREET, the first of
Busby Berkeley's famous musical films of the thirties, that featured "fantastic geometric pat·
terns of. gorgeous girls, preposterous sets decorated with gorgeous girls, and revolving platforms heaped with more gorgeous girls hundreds of
them," will open a Wednesday.
series of musical films in the
University's forthcoming American Music Festival.
The showing will take place
at 7:30 p.m., this Wednesday,
May 1, in Gonzaga Auditorium.
Admission is free.

By PETER LENNON

Recently, Dr. Farnum of the
English Department and his
wife were named Danforth Associates. The award was presented to Dr. and Mrs. Farnum
by the Danforth Foundation, one'
of the largest organizations
which give aid to education.
Foundation's Purpose

The purpose of the foundation
is to strengthen education
through it's own programs by
means of grants to various educational institutions. The Dan·
forth Foundation also has a
fellowship program which are
given to colleges and educational
agencies. The foundation was
established in 1927 by Mr. and
Mrs. William H. Danforth of St.
Louis.
Dr. Farnum's membership in
the Association begins in September, 1968. The appointment

Call1paign Begun for
Poor People '8 March
"The purpose of the Poor People's Campaign collection here
at Fairfield is to give the students a chance to meet their social
commitment. Actually I don't expect much money."
"I would rather know that the
students here are aware of the or no money for food and mediPoor People's Campaign and cine. They will have to depend
think about its meaning." This upon concerned citizens for supis the way Robert Burgess, '71,
port. The collection, which is
coordinator of the Fairfield col- nationwide, is aimed toward
lection described the reason for solving these food and medicinal
bringing the Poor People's Camdifficulties.
paign to FaiI'lfield.
Mr. Burgess emphasized the
The Poor People's March on
fact that the campaign would
Washington, -organized by Dr.
be non-violent. The 3,000 poor
Martin Luther King last year,
people, both black and white,
begins this week in Memphis. It
have been trained in non-violwill reach Washington on May
ence and the area will be pa'17, when the people will start
trolled by volunteers from the
setting up tents and shanties to
Southern Christian Leadership
live in. The purpose is two-fold:
Council.
1. To give Congress an impetus
How can Fairfield students
in reversing the trend towards
help?
"'One way," according to
the eliminating of poverty programs, such as The Neighbor- Mr. Burgess, "would be to give
any money that they can."
hood Youth Corps, and 2. a
large demonstration of this na· Checks should be made out to:
ture will show the poor that Dr. Martin Luther King's Poor
there are those who dO' care and People's Campaign. They should
be sent to:
are making an effort to help.
P. O. Box 1259
The problem created is that
Fairfield University
the people, being poor, will arFairfield, Connecticut
rive in Washington with little

Grievance Committee Action Report
Food Service
SAVINGS BANK
-

.'UDoe~O"T

FAIRFIELD OFFICE
Fairfield. Shopping Center
259-5241
BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE OFFICE
1940 Black Rock Turnpike·
336-0113
REGULAR BANKING HOURS

Monday Thru Thursday
9 A.M. -

May I, 1968

3 P.M.

Fridays 9 A.M. -

8 P.M.

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

The Grievance Committee
learned recently that the food
committee, composed of two
members of the faculty and two
students, has been sending out
questionnaires to other colleges
inquiring how their food services operate. For the past few
weeks the committe has been
compiling information which, together with the student opinion
poll taken, will help determine
the final course taken. The committee is working in an advisory
capacity to Father Mahan, who
will make the final decision regarding a food contract.

• • •

Christmas Vacation

The Christmas vacation period for the 1968-69 school year
is s·cheduled to begin on Tuesday, December 17, aIter the last
class, and end Thursday, Janu-

ary 2. This is the subject of
complaints to the Grievance
Committee that are directed to
changing the scheduled dates
for the vacation to a more suitable and convenient time. The
Committee is now working
through its respective channels
to see if a better arrangement
can be made. The major possibility considered is to move the
dates forward; school might
then recess on December 20
and begin again on January 6.

• • •

"PORKY"

MANERO'S
STEAK HOUSE
Din. With Us On Oat. Nit.
Rivenid. Ave., W..tport, Conn.
Tak. Elit 17 227-1500

to the Asociation lasts for two
and there is usually an
automatic two year renewal at
the close of the original period.
Nominations for the Association
are made on a regional basis
and then the members are
elected on a national basis.
Unlike the· competitive fellowships, the members of the as.
sociation are invited to become
members by the Foundation.
ye~rs

Personalization

The award is given to college
teachers and their spouses to
assist in personalizing the educational proceSs. It is awarded
to teachers who have particular
interest in students as persons.
The recipients of the award receive a certain stipend from the
foundation which they may use
for whatever they feel will best
accomplish the goals of the
Foundation in their school.
The goals of the Foundation
are general so that each college the associate can do what
he feels will most benefit his
campus locally. Dr. Farnum will
decide how the money which he
will receive from the foundation
will be used. He said that he
will be open to any suggestions
from any of the members of the
Fairfield University community,
concerning ways in which the
educational process may be further personalized at Fairfield.
Doctor is eager to hear any
ideas that either the student
body or the faculty may have
concerning how the goals of the
Foundation may be accomplished at Faimeld.
The emphasis of this program
is a person to person relation
and not just a teacher to student
relation between a faculty member and a student. This relationship would be in addi tion to the
ordinary teacher-student rela_
tionship which does exist in the
classroom.

THE

BLUE

BIRD

SHOP

1310 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT
Social Stationery and Engraving
Gifts & Gift Wrappings

party gifts - playi,ng cards

"BRIDGEPORT'S FINEST"

STRATFI·ELD

MOTOR INN
Downtown Main Street, Bpt.

FINEST FACILITIES
AT VERY SPECIAL RATES
FOR ALL STUDENTS
For Reservations Call:

366-4321
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'B e Mer¢J.tUl... Meek ' Urges
Rev. Cof~'~'At U. B. Teach-In
'!

.

~'.'.:' Co

•

,'

By BILL BERTIER

"SO called perfeetioqUir~thics~i"e no Vi ethics o( survival. We have to learn to
be merciful when we live4t ea~h other's m.ercy. W~ 4,amn well better be meek because there won't be ariy.o~ .arOJ.lnd to inherit the 'earth." Spe.a~ing at the University of Bridgeport's Vietnam Tea:ch-In last TuesQay, Rev., Wl1h~m Sloane .Coffin,
Yale's chaplain had this ~Q say about the p~ace movements sweepmg the nation.
The ,Teach-In was
,"
'ra!'
. sponsor~
.'
~w mo
.. garb', 0 f seIf·renun·
by UB s Student League of H~elation and
'You see, we','e
man Rights and fe~tured J)r. 'dPD~ our best and they wouldn't
Harry Benda, Y.ale HIStory ~r«r. " '~eg.oti3~"" He went on, asking
fessor, Dr. ChrIstopher COlll~):,., "Bow otten have we seen In the
U.~. Histo~ Professor, J01.m ~t, this week's madness be·
~Ilson, ChaIrman. of the N~- .eQme next week's pollcyT" ....
tIonal Bl~ck ~ti-War Ant!'He detu~d tbat a unified VietDr~ Umon, Brl~. ShaJ1tlo~, n~ would mean a puppet rule
EdItor of the SocIalist Party'~ , .under Ho Chi' Minh where the
National Campaigner .and J~fl' '~elli power wou~d be wielded Oy
Jone.s of the S.D.S., beSIdes Rev." ~ China. "We know that Ho
Coffm. An overflow crowd r?--. 'elli Minh is a nationalist first,
about 750 filled the lecture I room a 'pragmatist second and a Comin Dana Hall where the event m\lllist third."
,
was held.
' ,
Avoid the Draft
Something Wrong
Coffin, who h!l\i been indicted
Rev. Coffin decried the lack .by a federal grand jury for alof stimulating subject matter ill legedlY advising young men to
the classroom, saying "There's illegally avoid the draft, spoke
something wrong with our edu- in the defense of "those who
cation when we have to gather feel in conscience that they canlate at night to hear the kind of ..n ot stay in this country" and
things we've been hearing from
those who turn in their draft
people like Wilson and Jones."
ca.rds. He objected to the term
He warned against the temp. "draft-dodger" saying that those
tatlon of feeling that the war'ls who do so in protest of either
over. "Now is a dangerous mo· the war or the draft "are, in
ment," he said, ''because the effect, turning in the very dodge
President can call oft negot,la. that the draft system provides
tioDS at anytime and at his wiD.' them as students. How then, can
Then he can turn around to'~>.
call them dIaft-dodgers?"
American J)eOJ:Jle robed in
'~n the other hand," said Cof-

say

*' 'w,e

G~ "I·t is' perfectly true, that it
.....
is not being particularly etfec.
tive to ~o. abroad. I love this
country too much to leave her
or to leave her alone," he said.
VIolence Questioned
He questioned the use of vioL
ence in the civil rights movement and the sincerity of our
defense of "freedom throughout
the' world.:' Is it freedom or
"our own national interest which
leads US to back any dictator
no matter how corrupt who je;
definitely anti-Communist, as
opposed to any reformer nc
matter how honest who might
someday turn against us."
Dr. Harry Benda spoke of the
Vietnam problem in its historiC'al perspective. He described the
present situation as a result v~
"a compounding of small mis'takes by major mistakes until
we are now led to uelieve that
the honor, dignity and the survival of this great country de..
pends on the stupidity of thE'
original mistakes."
Not a Prototype
He discounted the "domino
theory"sarmg "Vietnam is not
Coqt1J)ued on Page 9

Results Of Parie tal Poll
PART I
1. Are you in favor of the present open-house policy?
Yes 91 (12%); No 669 (88%).
2. While visitors are in a student's room the door should be:
a. wide open - 11 (1.5%).
b. partly open - 36 (4.7%).
c. closed but unlo<;ked - 102 (13.3%).
d. left up to individuals' discretion - 611 (SO.4%).
3. Do you feel that lady visitors constitute an invasion of your privacy?'
Yes 15 (2%); No 570 (75%); Sometimes 175 (23%).
4. Do you feel that the administration supervisiOli of open house constitutes an invasion
of your privacy?
Yes 566 (74.5%); No 190 (25%); Abstain 4 (0.5%).
5. Do you consider any Administration supervision of open house events as constituting
an unwarranted insult to the character and maturity of your girl friend, fiancee,
sister, mother, etc.?
Yes 538 (70.1%); No 204 (26.6%); Abstain 18 (2.3%).
6. Whom do you feel !!hould supervise open house:
a. the Administratio,n - 67 (8.8%).
b. the Student (;ovefDIl)ent - 142 (18.7%).
c. the individual 8tud~nt - 551 (72.4%).
PARTll
1. Are you in favor of holding open bouse more frequently then is done presently?
Yes 712 (93.8%); No 48 (6.2%).
2. Would you favor the present open house every weekend?
Yes 228 (30%); No 530 (69.7%); Abstain 2 <0.3%),
3. Would you favor o~n house every Saturday as well as Sunday afternoons?
Yes 570 (75%); No 175 (23%); Abstain 15 (2%).
4. Would you favor open house on Friday and Saturday evenings only?
Yes 151 (19.9%); No 590 (77.7%); Abstain 19 (2.4%).
5. Would you favor open house on Friday and Saturday evenings as well as Saturday
and Sunday afternoons?
Yes 540 (71%); Np 2f!l (27.2%); Abstain 13 (1.8%).
PARTm
Check each hour you want open house to be in effect on each day:
Friday: 4 p.m. (36); 5 p.in. (32); 6 p.m. (30); 7 p.m. (58); 8 p.m. (65); 9 p.m.
(67); 10 p.m. (67); 11 p.m. (67); 12 p.m. (62); i a.m. (39); 2 a.m. (38,;
Other
Saturday: 12 N (48); 1 p.m. (61); 2 p.m. (63); 3 p.m. (68); 4 p.m. (60); 5 p.m.
(59); 6 p.m. (60); 7 p.m. (SO); 8 p.m. (SO); 9 p.m. (SO); 10 p.m. (78):
11 p.m. ('12');, 12 p.m. (72); 1 a.m. (45); 2 a.m. (42); Other
Sunday:
12 N (52);· 1 p.m. (78); 2 p.m. (92); 3 p.m. (93); 4 p.m. (93); 5 p.m.
(76); 6 p.m. (70); 7 p.m. (72);8 p.m. (70); 9 p.m. (69); 10 p.m. (68);
11 p.m. (60); 12 p.m. (55); 1 a.m. (30); 2 a.m. (28); Other
SPECIAL QUESTION:'
Do you feel that one of the purposes of the open house, open door, policy is to
make open house so disagreeable to the dorm students so that the open house can bE'
done away with entirely?
Yes 292 (38.3%); No 408 (53.7%); Abstain 60 (7.9%).
,

"

Members of the chorus ridicule Richard Forsyth in a scene
from "Walking Happy," opening tomorrow night at the unt-ersity Playhouse.

Players Open With
Musical Tomorrow
The University Players Company, under the direction of Mr.
Robert Emerich, open their
third presentation of the current season tomorrow night
With the musical "Walking
Happy." The popular Broadway
hit, with music by James VanHeusan and lyrics by the
talented Sammy Cahn, is being
produced by special arrange_
ment with Samuel French, Inc.
of New York City.
The musical, which has been
in rehearsal for the past month,
will also be staged May 2, 3,
4, 5, 8, 9, 10, and 11 at 8 p.rn.
and Sunday May 12 at 5 p.m.
All performances will be in the
University Playhouse. Tickets
may be reserved by calling the
Playhouse, 255-1011, between 2
and 5 p.m. or 7 and 9 p.m., or
purchased in advance at the
University Campus Center..
Students in the cast include:
Thomas Zingarelli, the leading
role of Will Mossop, William
Thompson, singer; C h est e r
Artysiewicz, Heeler; Jam e s
Smith, Freddie; Christopher
Scanlan, Denton; Richard McGirr, singer and dancer; Ted

Drab, singer and dancer, and
Ralph Shove, Tubby.
Others include: Edward DelVecchio, Albert; James Dirksen, Harold DeVanney, Timothy McManus, Eileen Malsch,
and Janet Smith as Townspeople; Edward Brady, dancer;
Karen Seaman, Vickie; Cathy
Hemenway, dancer and singer;
Barbara Magyar, Alice; Helen
Cummings, Barmaid ,and Elaine
Halas, Barmaid.
Director Emerich bas scheduled two extra performances for
this year's musical, the third
produced by the University
Players, to accommodate 'the
large audiences expected to attend. Mr. Emerich noted that
last year's six performances of
"The Roar of the Greasepaint,
the Smell of the Crowd" proved
so popular that every show was
a sellout and many groups and
individuals were unable to see
the play.
Aiding Mr. Emerich in the
production are Mrs. Edith An_
ders of Georgetown, Conn. as
choreographer, and Fairfield
senior Gregory Horton, musical
director.

Dogwood Committee
C011lpletes Activities
The Dogwood Weekend Committee has requested that all students purchase their package deals by the end of this week. The
weekend, scheduled for May 10-12, features a formal on Friday
evening and a boat ride on Saturday night.
The Committee announced S-tu-d-e-n-ts-w-n-I-s-e-Ie-c-t-th-e-fin-al-is-t
that the time of the boat ride in a vote to be held May 6 and
Saturday night has been switch- 7 . with a selection committee
ed to 7:00-11:00. In addition,
composed of administration and
the Committee noted that the faculty members choosing the
ticket for the Buffet Dinner en- Queen.
titles the owner to the special
Tuxedo Fittings
reserved section at the Cultural
The final fitting for tuxedos
Festival.
will be held today and tomorQueen's Contest
row in the Campus Center Oak
The deadline for the Queen's Room between the hours of
Contest is May 3. Students are 11-2. The price for the complete
asked to submit a wallet sized tuxedo is $8.50.
picture of their date with both
his name and the girl's to Box
T. The winner will be announced at the prom on Friday, and
her date will receive a free
package deal for ate weekend.

Flowers for the weekend may
be obtained by contacting Jim
Magnuson in Gonzaga 315.
Prices for the wristlets or corsages are $5.00 for orchids and
$4.50 for symbidiums and roses.
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Faculty, Students Choose
McCarthy In CHOICE '68
~

By ROGER GRIGG

A sample poll condu~ted
among 21 faculty members, also
revealed Senator McCarthy as
the first choice candidate. The
11 Democrats, 4 RepubHcans,
3 Independents, and 3 without
party preference voted in the
following manner:

ACKLEY'S ATLANTIC
SERVICE STATION
Cor. Post Road
and South Benson
Fairfield, COM.
Phone 259-6472
For Road Service
Tune-Up Is Our Specialty

..

TRIPLE A
SERVICE

Faculty Vote
Candidate
1st Choice 2nd Choice
Srd Choice
McCarthy
6
5
2
Nixon............
4
1
o
Johnson..........
3
3
o
Rockefeller
3
3 .
6
Kennedy.........
3
4
3
Percy............
1
0
2
Reagan
0
2
o
1
Stassen
0
1
1
Hatfield
0
0
1
Lindsay..........
0
0
Humphrey
1
0
o
Halstead, King, and Wallace - no votes at all.
What course of action should the U.S. pursue in Vietnam?
a..Immediate withdrawal of U.S. forces - 1.
b. Phased reduction oLU.S. military activities - 13.
c. Maintain current lev:cl of U.S. military activity - 3.
d. Increase the level of U.S. military activity - O.
e.. AU. out U.S. military effort -.4.
What course of action. should the U.S. pursue in regard
to the bombing of, North Vietnam?
a. Permanent cessation 'of the bombing.....,. 7.
b. Temporary suspension at ·the bombing - 5.
c. Maintain current level of bombing - 5.
d. Intensify bombing - 4.
e. Use of nuclear weapo;ps - O.
In confronting the "urban crisis" whicn should. receive
highest priority in government spending?
a. Education - 5.
b. Housing - l.
c. Income subsidy -- 2.
•
d. Job training and employment opportunity - 12.
e. Riot control and stricter law enforcement - O.

FORMALS
Announcing A New Line
Of
TUXEDOS

at Fairfield has been less than
amination there is much going
school year.
In a recent interview, Student
Government President Philip
Howe stated that his first job
is "organizing the Government."
However, he faces a serious situation in that there is only $300
in the Government's treasury,
with many bills yet to be paid.
"With a lack of funds it is difficult to do much else this year,"
said Mr. Howe.
Activities Fee
In answer to this problem,
Mr. Howe is working to get
the activities fee attached to the
tuition bill. He said that the fee
would be set between $10 and
$20 in order to have a more
efficient and better government.
With this increased and insured
revenue the government would
be able to have more and better
speakers and movies, to name
a couple of things.
Mr. Howe said that this issue
would be put on next election
ballot in order to get the students' opinion. He stated further
that a large turnout .in favor
of the issue would greatly im-press Fr. McInnes.
Mr. Howe commented that he
felt that former Student Government President Michael Bocchini should have worked to get
the fee on the ballot sooner.

By JOHN BRENNAN

The role of student pow:er in I?olitics, education and society was discussed by
Mr. Fred Hechinger, Education EdItor of the New York Times in the first annual
Mitchell Stock Lecture series. Mr. Hechinger reminded those present that there was
a time when student power was non-existent and the student had to "accept orders
as they were or take the consequences."
.

Expert Fitting
1000 Madison Ave., Bpt., Conn.

The Times editor spent his
time discussing the traditional
roles of student power in society

335-8345

SAVE $1.00
ON ONE PAIR
of

DESERT BOOTS
-----WITH THIS COUPON
Good For $1.00 Off of One Pair of Desert Boots
At

HEMLOCK
DEPARTMENT STORE
2033 Biack Rock Turnpike, Fairfield.

Telephone 334-5894
CNB

It seems that in recent 'weeks the Student Government here

Role Of Student Power
Discussed By Tim es Editor

VINCENT & LUCY

Phone

Gov't Planning:
Howe's First Job
By DAVID DZUREC

Fairfield. s!udents. chose ;pea;e Candidate Eugene McCarthy last week, as 1,000
students partIcIpated. m ChOIce 68, .the National Collegiate Presidential Primary
sP0!1sored by TIme-LIfe, Inc. ,4c.cordmg to campus coordinator Emile Canning, the
vot.mg results we.re sent to Washmgton, D.C., ,,,here they will be compiled by the
Umvac Corporation.
. "Statl8tics and results of stu·
dent voting on this campus and
across the nation should be
known later this week," stated
Mr. Canning explaining his di·
rectives from the Time·Life authorities.
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STORE HOURS:
Mon. thru Wed. 'Til 7
Thurs. & Fri. 'Til 9
Sat. 'Til 6

as a moving force of good
rather than harm but, he candidly pointed out that "students
have not always been right."
In this country, commented
Mr. Hechinger, student power'
as we know it today began with
the free speech movement of
Berkeley but has spread far beyond the college campuses. He
explained that most fads popularized by young people have
been taken by the adult world
leaving those who identified
with them with no identity. This
has led to the "Don't trust those
over thirty" phenomenon in
American society. Student power be it exemplified by buying
power, irresponsible actions or
value evaluating is a by-product
of this phenomenon.
Peace Movement
Mr. .Hechinger asserted that
the students of today "do not
feel the. same toward the French
revolution as they feel about the
xevolution in the slums" and students have become more involved in these matters. He declared that the student power
movement has found its most
uniforn, ~xpression in the civil
rights and 'peace movements. He
noted that these movements
were not separ'ate youtn movements but movements of "the

concerned young and concerned
older people." The McCarthy
"phenomenon," s tat e d Mr.
Hechinger, has bridged the gap
between the young and old on
the issue of the war giving the
youth a new faith in the American political system. He quickly pointed out that students must
accept the possibility that McCarthy could fail and he warned, that "idealism if it is separated from realism is not only
doomed to failure but greater
disillusionment."
Disease of Society
The one overwhelmingly positive contribution of student power to the University has been tl)
prevent the withdrawal of teachers from the academic commun·
ity and the challenge students
have issued to the stated priorities of the University and society. Mr. Hechinger believes
that the University must lead
the way in "trying to show the
disease" of society. The New
York Times editor concluded
that, "If everybody is allowed
to dream the American dream
then we could walk to it." He
declared that with student power and "freedom minded adults"
working toward this goal, a
great deal could be accomplished.

active. However, upon close exon in preparation for the next

Executive Board
The executive board has been
chosen with John S. Moore '69
as its chairman. Other members
of the board are as follows: Attorney General, Thomas Lewis
'69; Chief Justice, Patrick J.
McCormack '69; Social committee chairman, Dale Swanson '69'
Grievance committee chairman'
Robert Maggi '70; Publications'
chairman, Howard Winters '69;
Activities chairman Peter Arroyo '70; Correspondence chairman, Steven Daur '71; Secre~
tary of Dormitory Affairs, Robert Murphy '71.
Mr. Howe pointed out that the
secretary of Dormitory Affairs
is a new office and must yet be
approved by the Legislature.
Liquor Law
As for other activities sponsored by the Government, Mr.
Robert Murphy '71 has been
meeting with an attorney from
Hartford in an attempt to
change the State of Connecticut's liquor law. This is in order
to lower the drinking age.
The administration here at
Fair·field has favorably received
this idea. Rev. William McInnes, S.J., has agreed to go anywhere in the state to speak in
favor of changing this law. Mr.
Ronald Bianchi, director of Resi~
dent Students and Mr. Robert
Griffin, director of Student Services have both agreed to work
with the Student Government.
Sports Banquet
Mr. Howe was also asked by
Mr. George Bisacca, Athletic
Director, to begin planning the
annual sports banquet.
The Handbook committee has
met to begin formulating the
handbook for next year. Mr.
Howe went on to say that som(.'
type of informational letter will
be sent to all students this summer.
Legislature Meeting
As for the Student Legislature
itself, Student Government vicepresident Donald McInerney
commented that nothing can be
done until the elections are held.
However, a student legislature
meeting will follow within a
week.
Mr. McInerney went on to
say, "I feel that the election being contested hindered the progress of the Student Government
since nothing could be done until after the matter was settled."
Both Mr. Howe and Mr. McInerney agreed that the Government Is in a stage of re-organization.

BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN
Kings Highway, Rte. I A
Exit 24 Connecticut Turnpike
367-4404

A CONVENIENT STOP
FOR YOUR FRIENDS
AND RELATIVES
Just 5 Minutes from Cempus
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Perspectives

1.11
Since' the tragedy of Dr. Martin Luther King's assassination the nation has had
opportunity for much soul-searching and examination of conscience. As a result.
many commentators have held out the hope that perhaps the death of such a great
man would result in some good. Possibly all Black Americans will now unite Witll
new resolve to pursue the'ir common goal; or perhaps white America will recognize
and rectify its errors. In this light TIlE STAG has obtained a rare interview with
"The Average Fairfield Student."
~T..\G: What was your reaction to the murder of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King?
STt"DF;XT: Oh, I thought it was too bad.
STAG: Is that all?
STUDENT: No. It was a real shame. Makes our country look real bad ya
know. All that talk about poverty and discrimination, that's just what the commies
are lookin for. Oh, they'll make hay out of this all right.
STAG: I see', don't you feel any sense of personal or national loss at the death
of such a great man?
STrDKST: Yeah, sure. But King should 0' know'd better. His death was his
own fault.
STAG: His own fault?
STCDENT: Of course, he' had no right goin' around leadin' all them marches,
!"tartin' trouble and gettin' people all riled up. He should've stayed where he belonged.
STAG: Where did he belong? This was his country, wasn't it?
STUDENT: Yah, yah, I know. Still he never should have gone into the South.
You know how the people are down there - a bunch of bigots. He was just askin'
tor trouble, And I got the impression from the tape they played at his funeral, that
he expected it.
STAG: Oh, did you watch the funeral on television?
STUDENT: Yah, all the ballgames were cancelled. Say, they sure have it,
don't they?
STAG: They? Have what?
STUDJo;NT: Them colored folks. They sure have rhythm. Didn't you listen to
the gospel singers at the funeral?
STAG: Oh, rhythm, sure'.
STUDENT: Ya know it's too bad they got King instead of one of them other
rabble rousers that have been going around startin' all the riots.
STAG: I assume, then, that you don't agree with the findings of the President's
Commission on Civil Disorders that the cause of the riots was white racism.
STUDENT: What? Hell no! That was just politics. That's the trouble now.
All the politicians are afraid of them. It's like Richard Nixon said - the commission
put the blame on everyone except those who did the rioting.
STAG: Apparently then you don't consider white society in general responsible
for Dr. King's death by virtue of the fact that his e'/forts to eradicate our bigotry
and attain justice for blacks is what made him an object of hate.
STUDENT: Are you serious? King was killed by one madman. There is no
reason to blame all of white America for the crazy act of a lunatic. Sure there are
higot<; in this country; but it's absurd to accuse all of us of that. Most whites have
nothing against the good Negroes.
STAG: Good Negro(S?
STCDENT: You know what I mean. The ones that have jobs and are trying to
hetter themselves. Not the shiftless, lazy ones that are always gettin' into trouble.
Why I'VC' worked and gone to school with colored people and we never had any
problC'm with them, It's not the white man; but just a few young punks that are
causin 'all the trouble today.
STAG: One last question, do you see any possible good coming out of this
heinous act of iJaughter?
STVDENT: We'll, maybe. It's like our preacher said last Sunday, "God works
in strange' ways."

-------------

Letters to the Editor
Now Is The Time
To the Editor:
While walking through the Campus
Cpnter a fl-w days ago, I spotted a student
cnllpr.ting signatures for a petition to
n; m,' the new library in memory of Martin Luther King, Jr. This idea strikes me
in a peculiar way in that it hints of
Insincerity and of sweeping thC' issue of
intC'!,l':ltion under the carpet. It is altogether to C'asy to name a building or
stref't after or to I.'rect statues to any
man who dedicates his life to perpetuate
the American beliefs of frC'edom and
equality and of thl.' inaliC'nable rights of
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happinl.'ss.
Aftpr John F. KennC'dy was assassinated,
there sprang up Cape' KC'nnedy (Canaveral), Kennedy International Airp0rt
CIdlC'wild), and numerous other tributes
(?) such as John F. KennC'dy Boulevard,
John F. Kcnnl.'dy High School. and the
list goes on; but how many p('ople remember Kl-nnedy's inaugural address in
which he stated, "Ask not what your
country can do for you, but what you can
do for yoU!' country." How many rem·
ember these electri.f):ing words? Still bettf'r, how many people still actively strive
for those v,oals Kennedy has come to

symbolize? The same may unfortunately
b('com(' true about Martin Luther King,
Jr. His principles of freedom and equality
for all Will be forgotten in our zeal to
namC' domineering, white concrete buildings after him.
Now is' the time for all Americans to
reassess their values. There should be
equality for all-White, Negro, Mexican,
Puerto Rican, American Indian, Oriental,
and any other groups persecuted because
of their race, religion, or creed. It is
('asy .enough to favor integration, as long
as they do not move next to you (and
lower the surrounding property values!!).
It is also easy to give money to a scholal'ship in memory of King (as long as you
can mail them your check-don't bother
to stop by the house for my contribution),
Only personal interest, strong action, and
compassion for your fellow man will Fave
America f!'Om herself. Now, more than
ever before, Americans MUST reorient
thf'ir values, ideals, and beliefs in ordcr
to salvage a rapidly deterioating American society, If after self-introspection
Americans (especially the well to do
white Americans) are still prejudiced
against minorities, then they should
break the shackles of their hypocrisy
and pass Ollt ax handlC's.
Roger Grigg

,

How Much Lo ger, America?
With the death of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., America. has
been f<?rced. to confront the issue of racism and its devastating effects.
y ~t, wIll thIS confrontation be genuine and laating or simply a token
trIbute to a great man?
White ~acism killed Dr. Ki.ng. There is a backward type of logic
held by whIte moderates that IS more concerned with "order" than
with justice. Dr. King realized this and in his famous "Letter from
Birmingham Jail," in 1963, said, " ... the great stumbling block in
the Negroes' stride toward freedom is the white moderate ... who
prefers a negative peace which is the absence of tension to a positive
p~ace wh~ch is the presence of justice; who constantly says "I agree
WIth you In the goal you seek, but 1 cannot agree with your methods,"
who paternalistically believes he can set the timetable for another
man's freedom; who lives by a mythical concept of time and who
constantly advises the Negro to wait for a more convenient season."
Racism takes many forms. It is the George Wallaces of this
country who outwardly deny the Negro's basic human rights. But it
is also the white suburbanite who proudly boasts a liberal attitude
toward the civil rights issue and at the same time conspires with the
real estate agents in keeping Negroes out of his neighborhood.
Action now is our only recourse. On the national level, this action
must acknowledge the valid insights of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, This action must awaken Congress to the
stark realities of the situation. The cut back in funds for the national
"War" on Poverty has been a factor in last summer's riots.
Non-violence, not to. be corifused with non-action, is the only
acceptable course of action. It demands not only that every American
genuinely re-assess his attitudes concerning race but that he be ready
to implement them with whatever sacrifices necessary. Without such
action words of sympathy on Dr. King's death are meaningleaa.

We c~n understand the frustration experienced by those who
advocate vIOlence, but we cannot condone such action. Not only is it
an affront to Dr. King's memory and philosophy but it goes against
the very nature of our theory of government. Nor is the white backlash acceptable. Violence cannot be met with violence. White armament is not the answer to black rioting.
Our .religious commitment must take on new meaning. We
must realIze anew that brotherhood is not just a fraternity or club but
extends beyond the middle class mileau. This concept of brotherhood
J1!.ust become the characteristic of our campus, as well as of the natIon. We can no longer remain a "Catholic" liberal arts institution
isolated on our own two hundred "beautiful acres" apart from the
rest of the world.
THE STAG proposes that, as a step in this direction, a scholarship be established in honor of Dr. King for young men from underprivileged areas in the nation. Arrangements have been made
with the Youth Interracial ,Council to collect contributions for such a
scholarship. Beginning tonight in the Campus Center from 5 :00 until
6 :30, and continuing tomorrow and Friday at the noon and dinner
meals, contributions of at least $1.00 will be accepted for the fund.
During the early part of next week an on campus, door to door canvass will be conducted by the two organizations to insure a successful
campaign. The University has pledged to match whatever amount is
collected. This action provides Fairfield students with a real opportunity to demonstrate their social commitment.
Racism is a national phenomenon. Racism exists on this campus
as well as in Memphis. We hope that Dr. King's assassination has
graphically demonstrated to skeptics and racists, that violence born
of racism is not the way.

Free At Last, ree At Last
By MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
EDITOR'S NOTE: (A speech delivered before the Lincoln Memorial during the
March on Washington, August 28, 1963.)

Five score years ago, a great American, in whose symbolic shadow we stand
today, signed the Emancipation Proclamation. This ,momentous decree came as a
great beacon of light of hope to millions of Negro slaves who had been seared in
the flames of withering injustice. It came as a joyous daybreak to end the long night
of their captivity.
But one hundred years later, the Negro still is not free. One hundred year's
later, the life of the Negro is still sadly crippled by the manacles of segregation and
the chains of discrimination.
One hundred years later, the Negro lives on a lonely island of poverty in the
midst of a vast ocean of material prosperity. One hundred years later, the Negro
is still languished in the corners of American society and finds himself an exile in
his own land. So we have come here today,to dramatize a llhameful condition.
In a sense we have come to our nation's capital to cash a check. Whe'n the
architects of our republic wrote the magnificent words of the ConstitutioJ} and the
Declaration of Independence, they were signing a promissory note to which every
American was to fall heir. This note was a promise that all men, yes, black men as
well as white men, would be granted the unalienable rights of life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness.
It is obvious today that America has defaulted on this promissory note insofar
as her citizens of color are concerned. Instead of honoring this sacred obligation,
America has given the Negro people a bad check, which has come back marked
"insufficient funds."
But we refuse to believe that the bank of justice is bankrupt. We refuse to
believe that there are insufficient funds in the great vaults of opportunity of this
nation. So we have come to cash this check - a check that will give us upon demand
the riches of freedom and the securityof justice.
We have also come to this hallowed spot to remind America of the fierce urgency of now. This is no time to engage in the luxury of cooling off or to take
the tranquilizing drug of gradualism. Now is the time to make real the promises of
democracy. Now is the time to rise from the dark and desolate valley of segregation
to the sunlit path of racial justice. Now is the time to lift our nation from the quicksands of racial injustice to the solid rock of brotherhood. Now is the time to make
justice a reality for all of God's children.
It would be fatal for the nation to overlook the urgency of the movement and
to underestimate the determination of the Negro. This sweltering summer oJ the
Negro's legitimate discontent will not pass until there is an invigorating autumn of
freedom and equality. 1963 is not an end but a beginning. Those who hope that the
Negro needed to blow off steam and will now be content will have a rude awakening
if the nation returns to business as usual.
There will be neither rest nor tranquility in America until the Negro is granted
his citizenship rights. The whirlwinds of revolt will continue to shake the foundations of our nation until the bright day of justice emerges.
But there is something that I must say to my people who stand on the warm
threshold which leads into the palace of justice. In the process of gaining our rightful
place we must not be guilty of wrongful deeds.

• • •

Let us not seek to satisfy our thirst for freedom by drinking from the cup of
bitterness and hatred. We must forever conduct our struggle on the high plane of
dignity and discipline. We must not allow our creative protest to degenerate into
physical violence. Again and again we must rise to the majestic heights of meeting
physical force with soul force.
The marvelous new militancy which has engulfed the Negro community must
not lead us to a distrust of all white people, for many of our white brothers" as
evidenced by their presence here today, have come to realize that their freedom is
inextricably bound to our freedom. This offense we share mounted to storm the
battlements of injustice must be carried forth by a bi-racial army. We cannot walk
alone.
And as we walk, we must make the pledge that we shall always march ahead.
We cannot turn back. There are those who are asking the devotees of civil rights.
"When will you be satisfied?" We can never be satisfied as long as the Negro is the
victim of the unspeakable horrors of police brutality.
We can never be satisfied as long as our bodies, heavy with the fatigue of travel,
cannot gaitllodging in the motels of the highways and the hotels of the cities. We
cannot be satisfied as long as the Negro's basic mobility is from a smaller ghetto
to a larger one.
We can never be satisfied as long as our children are stripped of their selfhood
and robbed of their dignity by signs stating "for white only." We cannot be satisfied,
and we will not be satisfied until justice rolls down like waters and righteousnei>s
like a mighty stream.
I am not unmindful that some of you have come here out of excessive trials
and tribUlation. Some of you have come fresh from narrow jail cells. Some of you
have come from areas where your quest for freedom left you battered by the storms
of persecution and staggered by the winds of police brutality. You have been the
veterans of creative suffering. Continue to work with the faith that unearned suffering is redemptive.
Go back to Mississippi; go back to Alabama; go back to South Carolina; gl)
back to Georgia; go back to Louisiana; go back to the slums and ghettos of the
Northern cities, knowing that somehow this situation can and will be changed. Let
us not wallow in the valley of despair.
So I say to you, my friends, that even though we must face the difficulties of
today and tomorrow, I still have a dream. It is a dream deeply rooted in the
American dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning
of its creed - we hold these truths to be self evident, that all men are created equal.
I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia, sons of former slaves
and sons of former slave-owners will be able to sit down together at the table of
brotherhood.
.
I have a dream that one day, even the state of Mississippi, a state sweltering
with the heat of injustice, sweltering with the heat of oppression, will be transformed
into an oasis of freedom and justice.
I have a dream my four little children will one day live in a nation where
they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by content of their characteJ'.
I have a dream today!
I have a dream that one day, down in Alabarua, with its vicious racists, with
Continued on Page'
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In the weeks following the murder of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., student
activists have taken to stark, militant action in confronting college administrations
with their physical responsibility in expiating the Nobel laureate's untimely demise.
At Tufts, student demands for greater Negro representation were unconditionally
accepted by the Dean of Admissions at a conference called by students. At Trinity,
the administration building was seized as a demand for a Negro scholarship fund.
At Boston University, high-ranking administration officials were unwillingly detained
to boot. At Columbia, yet another Negro scholarship fund drive was assisted by
sympathy strikes from Students for a Democratic Society (anti-war), Black Power
advocates (protesting construction of a new gym in Morningside Heights), and
Barnard students (anti-housing regulations, to say the least). The upshot, at this
writing, had been to effectively isolate the campus from the outside world. And
here, at Fairfield, there was initiated a petition to name our-new, anonymous library
as a King memorial, in what may prove to be the Most Impossible Dream since
the Red Sox won the pennant. Everywhere, campuses that had been previously
white, middle-class and insulated, are adjusting. How shall we?
Interesting as the thought is, holding Dean Coughlin a prisoner in his officI'
has, needless to say, serious drawbacks. All participants would surely be immediately expelled, with not a second thought to their worthwhile goals. Furthermore,
the students would soon feel uncomfortable in. their shirts and ties. As everyonE
should know by now, professional attire is needed to so much as enter the Dean';;
Office. (Compare, for a moment, the attitude of other schools, where demonstrations
of student concern are welcomed, reasonable student demands are eagerly embraced
by open-minded officials, and clear heads are maintained by administrations faced
with semi-insurrections, with the Fairfield atmosphere of implacable hostility to
rising student fervor as it lurches at the chafing aspects of misguided campus
discipline and misplaced authority.)
Less facetiously, it is imperative that this campus break out of its sleepy,
hollow attitude to the murder-reflected in poor response to the memorial vigil,
apathy to the letter of condolence to Mrs. King, and the mass exodus of glee from
campus taking advantage of the national mourning.
As good a place as any to start is the library. Memorials have been suggested
for President Kennedy and Pat Burke with fizzling reSUlts, and the school still
hopes for a big donor for the structure, so the way will be rocky for any "memorial
library." An alternative, donations for a series of books on race relations, is more
attainable but probably less acceptable to those behind the petition. It should seem
the least Fairfield could do, however, to make at least a gesture toward the foremosl
social martyr of our era and break with its pattern of sticking to musty, obscur~,
irrelevant names of Jesuit saints as patrons of our campus structures.
Most acceptable, most reasonable, and least practical would be the establishment of a scholarship fund. Approximately $30,000 will be necessary for the enterprise to last but this ought not to deter any group of interested students from
plunging ahead with the fully worth,,:hile idea. Ultimately, any such venture would
have to be the brainchild and financial burden of well-organized, dedicated students.
Hopefully, some will emerge in the immediate future.
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If these kids don't make it,
neither do we.

These are big city school children. They are partners
of all who try' to build and keep our cities alive with hope
and promise of personal dignity. If we fail these partners,
they will fail, as finally will we all.
To the Bell System, they also are customers and,
prospectively, many are fellow employees. Those we hire
will bring with them attitudes and skills produced by city
life and city schools. Their qualities will help shape the
quality of our service. And service is our product.
Bell System companies and people are increasingly
engaged to help meet the problems of the citi~s, especially
those concerning education and employability. In these
areas our skills and other business resources may have
extra value. We shall try to kee~ our deeds outrunning
our words.
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Free At Last, Free At Last
(Continued from Page 12)
its governor having his lips dripping with the words of interposition and multification, that one day, right there in Alabama, little black boys and black girls will be
able to join hands with little white boys and white girls as sisters and brothers. I
have a dream today!
I have a dream that one day every valley shall be exalted, every hill and
mountain shall be made low, the rough places shall be made straight and the glory
of the lord will be revealed and all flesh shall see it together.
This is our hope. This is the faith that I go back to the South with.
With this faith we will be able to work together, to pray together, to struggle
together, to go to jail together, to stand up for freedom together, knowing that we
will be free one day. This will be the day when all of God's children will be able to
sing with new meaning - "my country 'tis of thee; sweet land of liberty; of the
I sing; land where my fathers died; land of the pilgrim's pride, from every mountain
side, let freedom ring - and if America is to be a great nation, this must become
true.

•

••

So let freedom ring from the prodigious hilltops of New Hampshire.
Let freedom ring from the mighty mountains of New York.
Let freedom ring from the heightening Alleghenies of Pennsylvania.
Let freedom ring from the snow-capped Rockies of Colorado.
Let freedom ring from the curvacious slopes of California.
But not only that.
Let freedom ring from Stone Mountain of Georgia.
Let freedom ring from Lookout Mountain of Tennessee.
Let freedom ring from every hill and molehill of Mississippi, from every mountainside, let freedom ring.
And when we allow freedom to ring, when we let it ring from every village and
hamlet, from every state and city, we will be able to speed up that day when all of
God's children - black men and whitemen, Jews and Gentiles, Catholics and Protestants - will be able to join hands and to sing in the words of the old Negru
spiritual. "Free at ·last,·free at last; thank God Almighty, we are free at last."

Ruggers Astound Central Park Peace Rally
(Continued from Page 12)
but the Freeport seconds recovered and Bill Campbell
scored twice to give them the
lead again. The Red battled
back bravely, and fine playing
by Bill Schmeising, F ran k
Allard, Paul McGrath, Bob
Maney, and Wiley Jack Hig-

~~;;~~ IT'S THE RAGE
REGULAR
MODEL
ANYSe
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Th. flnnt INDESTllUCTIBLE METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. '/," I 2".
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sales tax.
Prompt shipment. Sltlslldlon GUlrlntMd
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Rent a room
by the sea
this summer
Thf' room we have in mind
is located on 120 acres of
oceanfront at St. Francis College. In Main. Land of sea
gulls, spinnakers, steamed
clams, salt spray. And summer school.
Summer school that will challenge you with more than 35
accredited courses. Courses
like Sex and Society. Contemporary Philosophy, Genetks, Creative Writing Seminar, Government and the
Economy, Deviant Behavior.
Plus special institutes.
This summer don't stop your
education cold. Rent oUr
room. The sun, sand, surf
and the sea are on us.
coed • tully accredited
modern dorms • 2 hrs. from
Boston.
June 1'7 to July 20
July 22 to August 24

For Summer School catalog,
write:
. Director of Summer Session

STI FRANCIS
COLLEGE
705 Pool St., Biddeford,
Maine 04005

gins kept the Red team going,
but the Fairnelders could not
push a score over, and lost 8-5.
A late match pitted the F. U.
Ruggers against the H.M.S.
Leopold 0" the green at the
Pub pitch. Winslow Dun n
scored on a fumbling pass from
P. T. Salomone. An excellent
game was also played by Bill
Schmeising, who fought off .the
oldest .prop on the ship to a
standstill. Bill Cosgriff outbawked the other team to gain
an advantage there, and no
other tries were scored although
Bob Maney and John Langan
almost got in for a score. The
Leopold finally gave up and conceeded the game to the Red,
which was a lucky occurence
because Bob Shea, Flush Connolly, and 'Beef' Smith were so
sunburned they couldn't have
lasted much longer.
On Easter Sunday, the Red
played the Ballou RFC. The Big
Red succeeded in pushing their
opponents all over the field;
however, two penalty kicks gave
Ballou a 6.0 advantage at the
half. Fairfield then came to life
and hard hits by John Langan,
Bob Maney, Dougie Ferraro,
and JaCk Novero started to jolt
the Blue backs. Another penalty
kick cost the Red a dear three
points, but Tony Labesky smartly. picked up a loose ball and
carried it over for a try. Ferraro's kick was perfect, and the
Red were back in the game. The
Islanders, however, took advantage of the Red's inexperience
and a penalty kick gave the
Blue a 12-5 lead. Suddenly,
Jack Novero broke through and
lateraled perfectly to Johnny
Langan, who fed Joe Sindt with
a pass and Sindt scooted in for
a score. Ferraro once again
converted and the score was 1210, but another penalty kick
iced the game for Ballou.
On Monday, some at the Red
rested, and the result was a 3-3
tie with the Buccaneers, a team
Fairfield would have easlly
beaten at full strength. Jack
Higgins played an excellent
game, repeatedly getting the
ball away, and Billy Connolly
played his usual tough game,
but Fairfield couldn't get the'
bailout to Joe Sindt and Steve
Ryan on the narrow field. 'Fairfield scored 0::1 a fine penaity
kick by Frank Allard and
settled for the tie•
Playing their third game in
succession, the Red rallied
against N ass a u immediately
after Nassau scored to take a
three point advantage. Bobby
Maher had his moment in the
sun as he made an excellent
drop-kick from thirty yards out

(Continued from Page 1)
Despite the confrontations in
Village and outside the Sheep's
Meadow where the demonstration was held, there was a
picnic air about the gathering.
Children played ball, flew kites

Ad Hoc
(Continued from Page 1)
The vote by the Board was
decided not to have binding ar·
bitration. The actual change in
dress regulations will go into
effect when such questions as
dress for the evening meal are
resolved in the future. The final
vote will then be recommended
to Fr. Coughlin and Mr. Grif·
fin for the application of the de·
cision in the respective area....
of the classroom and the cafe·
teria.
Sanctions
In a STAG interview, Fr.
Coughlin said that the main
question before the Board is to
decide who will sanction the
new regulations once they do go
into effect. Fr. Coughlin also
added that he was "delighted at
the mechanics of the situation,"
referring to the Ad Hoc setup.
He said that demonstrations and
protests were "distressingly a
·part of American education" to,day, and that proper- channels
·for change and discussion, such
as the Ad Hoc Board, should be
pursued.

and couples lounged on the
damp ground on the perimeter
of the crowded area.
Field Day
It was a real field day for
button vendors. Some of the
participants resembled decorated war heroes. There was a
quick turnover of roasted chestnuts, Eskimo pies and potato
chips. One vendor cried "Remember the big demonstration.
Buy a giant balloon."
One of the main speakers was
Rev. William Sloane Coffin,
Yale University chaplain. "We
must think as men of action and
act as men of thought" said
Coffin. He cautioned against
self-righteousness saying, "The
President may not be the best
president America has ever had
but let us remember that we
are not the best people the
President of the United States
has ever had."

Elections
(Continued from Page 1)
in this upcoming election. There
will be separate ballots for each
section and area which will require more officials than in the
past. Anyone who can afford
an hour, or more, is asked 10
contact me at either Box 302
or in the Government office.

Teach-In
(Continued from Page S)

a prototype. It is not just one
domino." Such a theory implies,
according to Benda, "a very
strong kind of racial, condescending attitude."
The Teach-In dealt not only
with the Vietnamese conflict but
also with the problems in our
cities. John Wilson condemned
the assassination. of Dr. King
and communism as an answer
to racism. "Nowhere in the
world has communism solyed
the problem of racism."
"We charge this nation with
genocide," said Wilson citing the
higher mortality rate among
Negro infants and the shorter
life expectancy of the average
American N egoro.
to bring the fans to their feet
and knot the game.
Bob Jurcsh converted a penalty kick to give the Big Red the
lead, but NassaU tied it on a
pena,ity kick" and won it with
a try with a minute and one
half to go.

~"We mUl?t kelilP reminding
ourselves that we do not resist for the sake of resisting
but for the sake of reconcilla.
tion," said Coffin before an sr"y of network television cameras. He summed up the philosophy of the peace movement by
saying, "The problePl today is
not to make the world safe for
American democracy, but to
m a k e American democracy
safe for the world."

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time,
every time!
BIC'S rugged pair of
stick pens wins .again
in unending war
against ball-point
skip, clog and smear..
. Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, BIC still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder.
BIC'S "Dyamite" Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, dog
or smear no matter
what devilish abuse
. is devised for them
by sadistic students.
Get the dynamic
BIC Duo at your
campus store now.

WATERMAN-IIC PEN CDRI'.
MILfORD, CONN.

A Mi'nci~Blowmg

PSYChedeliC Posier

You've got to SII these big, groovy 14"
x22" Posters to appreciate them! They're
a gas! They glisten! They glow! Each
psychedelic design and Op pattern is In
wild·wild color! Send today for your free
one, shipped in a sturdy mailing tube,
along with a color catalogue of many
swinging "In" products. If you act at
once you also get a free set of colorful,
pressure sensitive ·"Put-Ons."
NO OBLIGATION. Tbeseare the same award
winning designs nerybody is flipping over.
Rush your nama ... "dress '(lncluding
zip) along with 25C to cover postage and
handling to:

STUDIO 52

Dept. 22,156 E. 52 St.• N.Y., N.Y. 10022
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Senior Ben Hill displays his stroke in recent match.

Netmen Eye Rider Cup
Compile 5 Wins, 1 Loss
The Varsity tennis team
opting for an illustrative showing at this year's Rider Tournament which ends the season on
May 10 and 11, has compiled a
5-1 record during the month of
April.

Matt, Ed Smith, and John Carberry around senior veteran
Jack McKenna in hopes of
coming up with the right combinations.

Comprising the squads' victims
are Sacred Heart University,
New Paltz, University of Hartford, and Central Connecticut
and Southern Connecticut State
Colleges. The team's lone defeat came at the hann r , of the
University of Massac.. _~ctts.

Sparkling Eff orts
Soften Track Losses

While Fairfield
'~les are
strong (Captain Steve Smith,
Brian Fitzgerald, and Ben Hill
are the three top ranked
players) the Stags doubles results have not been p'
'the
caliber needed to pull the team
out of close matches. Consequently they will shuffle Rich

Ruggers Cop 3 Shutouts
(Continued from Page 12)
the end zone for a 14-0 victory.
This match ev.ened the Red
regular season record at S_S; in
their last three matches, the
Fairfield Fifteen have outscored
their oponents fifty-seven to
nanght.
The B match was an utter
route of Fordham, and the B's
rolled to their tenth straight
regular season win 18-0. Dave
Fulton scored the first try, only
to have it called back on a forward pass, but Billy Frese ran
through the Ram backfield to
score a try, and put fheRed
ahead. Fatty Maher started
some excellent movements and
once again sprung Frese loose
for another score. The Red kept
piling it on, and Bob .Turcsh
converted a penalty kick to add
three more for the cause.
Good pursuit by Tom Krenn,
Bob Maney and Bill Cosgriff
kept the Maroon on the run, and
a fine baCkfield movement by
the Red seconds got the ball out
to Jack Doyle, who scooted past
the Rams for a try. The Reds
continued to pour it on, and
Greg Polzer ran the next score
over to make it 15-0. Once
again Frese broke away scampering for 50 yards this time to
PQt Fairfield deep in enemy
territory, and Jack Higgins
scored the final try by outrunning the Ram backs to paydirt.
The C's, once again, played
an A team. They have not
played another third side this
season, but have played two A,
and three B matches. Hartford
went out to an early lead on a
try by their wing, but Fairfield
rallied in the second half to
knot it on a try by Frank Allard. The game became fierce at
this point, and an onrushing
spectator had to break up the
fight between Bob Quick and a
250 pound Hartforder. Bob
Treanor played an excellent
game, as did Richie Gordon in
his traumatic return, and Jimmy
Casey "only kicked the ball behind him once."
Next week, the first and sec.

ond sides travel to Boston to
play up and coming Tufts, while
a team will. al.1?0 be fielded for
the seven aside tournament at
Harvard.
April 6 found a change in the
weather for the Fairfield RFC,
as they pounded the Wesleyan
visitors 20-0. A tremendous
tackle 'by Steve Carre jarred the
ball loose from the Wesleyan
wing into the hands of Steve
Ryan who raced it into the endzone for a three point advantage. Next 'Snagglepuss' Sindt
got a score, and Doug Ferraro's
kick was perfect to put the
game out of Wesleyan's reach.
The crowd went berserk as
the Red Ruck pushed their op_
ponents all over the pitch, and
a balky play by a Wesleyan
back gave the Red a penalty
kick which Ferraro converted
for an eleven point lead. The
Red roared again, and 'Flush'
Connolly jogged around the
sleepy black and white serum
which resulted in another try.
Wesleyan could not get a decent
movement throughout the game
due to some fine 'pops' by Fer'raro and Novero, and all
around hard playing by Jim
Nicksa.
Even though the Big Red
backfield was injured and operating at almost half efficiency,
Jack Novero threw some of his
patented 'dummies and hit Joe
Sindt with a pass which set
the 'Snags up for his second try
of the match. Finally, Mike Fox
decided to score and bulled his
way over to score the twentieth
point of the contest.
The Red Seconds were host
to the New York 'B squad and
the match was a thriller. Kurt
Schlicting scored first for Fairfield, but the New Yorkers
evened it up with a penalty
kick, and the match was a deadlock. Thanks to fine individual
performances by Pat Burke,
Greg Polzer, Bob JurcslJ. and
Bruce K1astow the Red kept
near the Blue Goal line, and
finally, "The Little Chief," .Kurt
Schlicting hit Fatty Maher with
a pass, and Maher, according to

Joe Sindt, "flew into the end'zone dashediy." The conversiolJ
was good and the Red walked
off with their ninth straight
victory and fifteenth out of
their last seventeenth.
In the 'c' game, a quick score
by Chuck Dombeck gave the
Little Red a three point advantage, but the Wesleyaners
stiffeneu and the Red could not
make the big play, despite some
fine playing by Danny Baudouin
and Bob Treaner. Jack Doyle
did have some fine movement,
and in the serum, Bill Schmeising, Joe Frisch, Bobby Godfrey, and especially Bob Heine
played tough. Although the Red
couldn't get another try, they
managed to hold their opponents
scoreless for their first victory
of the season.
Sunday ,the Big Red played
host to the New York Springbucks, a South African combin_
ation, who looked as If they
would destroy the Big Red in
the first five minutes. Then
Jimmy Casey started finding
his footing and kicked the Red
downfield. Finally, on a fine
backfield movement Steve Ryan
scored to give the Fairfield
FIfteen the lead. Beef Smith
roared through the Springbuek
line immediately after the first
try and the South Africans
could not ·stop the powerful prop
as he added another score. Due
to a fine puSh on the part of
rockers Pete Smith and AI Salomone the Red continued to
march downfield and Tom
Krenn scored the next try. Doug
Ferraro converted to make it
U-O.
The Red scored four more
trys in the second half to keep
the pressure up. Chris Grauert
picked up a loose ball and went
all the way. Bruce Klastow
scored the next one by picking
up Carl Sachs' fly-hach and
diving into the end-zone. Mike
Fox popped' the Springbuck
fullback and passed to Steve
Ryanw'ho Scooted over the trYline. The final tally was by Joe
Sindt who teamed up with Jack
Novero for an excellent score.

Monday the team faced Holy

Cross at Worchester. The Crusaders are led by the East's 8th
and 9th ranked players. Tomorrow the Stags face Monmouth
College here and Providence will
arrive for a match on Saturday.

mile, George has been able to
• p'lace in the two mile race in
The Fairfield U n i v e r sit y
the two meets.
Traf'lr Team lost two close dual
In the field events, John Mezmeets over Easter vacation,
losing to Hunter 73-66, and New zanote has taken first place in
York Tech 77-68. Despite losing the discus twice, while also
scores, both m e e t s w ere
placing in the shotput. Bill Cibsparked by fine performances
ulsky has won the javelin in
of Stag cindermen.
both meets, highlighted by a
Freshmen John O'Rourke won
throw of 162 .feet in the Tech
the mile and two mile events in
meet. In the Hunter meet, J. C.
both meets, leaving the field
Dennis scored his traditional
well behind him. In the New
fifteen points by sweeping the
York Tech meet with little preshigh jump, triple jump, and long
sure from the other competitors,
jump. However, the squad has
John ran a 4:40 mile and a 10:42
been severely crippled by his
two mile, back to back.
loss due to injury. It is difficult
A newcomer to track, sophofor any squad to replace a conmore Bill Martens, produced a
sistent point scorer such as .T.
fine 52.5 in the 440 yard run and
C. Dennis. Freshmen Tom Purthen came back to run a 51
cell is doing an excellent job of
quarter in the winning mile filling Dennis' shoes in the high
relay team at the Tech meet.
jump, narrowly missing clearing
Tom O'Brien, despite an ~jured 6'4" in the Tech ·meet. With
leg which prevents him from practice in the long and triple
practicing regularly, was able to
jump he may be able to pull in -run a 2:06 half-mile and anthe slack after Dennis' loss.
chor the victorious mile relay
The track team participated
team.
in the Brandeis International
Junior George Train won the
Relays this past Saturday, and
half-mile race in both meets,
their next' meet is at Adelphi
producing a 2 :05 half in the this Saturday, followed by a
New York Tech meet. In ad- home meet against Hofstra this
dition to his victories in the .half Tuesday.
By PATRICK LONG

•

George Langley and Bill Schmeising battle opponents and
elements in C match.

FAIRFIELD LAUNDROMAT
1227 POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD (Opp. Ffld. Post Office)
Now pick up on Wednesday & Friday and delivers on
Friday & Wednesday
Downstairs Loyola Han
THE BEST IN LAUNDERING
WE FOLD 'EM TOO!
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SPORTS PERSONALITY Diamondmen Split
(Continued from Page 12)
By ROBERT SILLERY
This week's Sports Personality, senior shortstop Dennis Hurlie, has not only provided Coach
Don Cook's diamondmen with
three years of topflight baseball
but has also exerted a steadying
influence on the team due to
the singular personality that he
exhibits.
Hurlie's quiet, conservative
air on the field conceals a fierce
competitive temperament that
has been known to explode on
occasion. It is a well_known
fact that the burly shortstop
hates to lose to anybody, anytime. Off the field, he is described paradoxically as a softspoken, witty personality with a
quick sense of humor. Termed
"King of the Jitters," Dennis
claims the name-that-goldie-oldie crown and is famous for a
silver voice which enabled him
to lead Florida in singing.
Dennis' main attributes on
the field are a rifle arm and
great wrists which give him a
tremendously quick release of
the ball. His best play is probably from deep in the hole,
where he makes the tough
chances look easy. His arm is
especially strong on outfield relays, where he is adept at
putting the ball right on the
money.
At bat, Dennis is a spray
hitter and a good hit-and-run

Frank Mahoney for eight runs
and nine hits in five innings
and added a sixth inning homer
off Gibson to take a 9-1 lead.
Fairfield gave the Blackbirds a
scare in the ninth when with
one out, Gillen reached on an
error, Norman walked, Bolger
singled, and Tom Bligh singled
in two. Pat McCarthy walked
and Dennis Hurlie drove in two
more with a single, but the
rally fell short as the third
pitcher of the inning retired the
final two batters. Brad Behan
was impressive in relief, striking out five of the six men he
faced.
Florilb
Fairfield then embar'ked on
their Florida swing, opening
with a 4-0 loss to Southern
Florida, where they were limited to three hits, two by Hurlie
and one by Granata.

Dennis Hurlie
man who hits to the opposite
field well, rarely strikes out and
always gets a piece of the ball.
Probably Hurlie's best game

For the college man
who thinks for himself
... and cares how he looks
Have you heard? Just minutes from campu:; is
one of the leading men's stores in ConnecticutEd Mitchell's, the in place to be outfitted. The in
place to find everything you
want to wear in one easy
stop. Everything from
underwear to outerwear,
shirts to shoes. Easy-going
casuals, cleaned-lined
classics, 'great evening
looks. Lots of rugged
tweeds and blazers and
jeans. And. every item
comes from a topquality maker, ready
to be custom-fitted by
one of Ed's four
tailors always on hand.
Investigate the Ed
Mitchell ~mplete
collection for the
college man after
classes today.

&Wlchell
A Pleasant Place to Shop
240 East State Street, Colonial Green, Westport
Ed Mitchell
Bill· Mitchell
Open 9 am to 6 pm: Fridays till 9

of the young season was against
St. Leo's. Dennis cmcked out
three safeties, including a tworun homer. He also tUrned out
a three-for-five performance
against Holy Cross and had a
nine game hitting streak. He
cites New Haven iast year as
his best game, when So tenth
inning base hit meant a Fairfield win. His batting average
has aIolvays been near the top of
the team, as he has achieved
marks of .310 and .333.
A resident of Pelham, N.Y.,
Dennis attended Pelham H.S.,
where he was all-county and
captain in his senior year in
addition to garnering honorable
mention for basketball.
Hurlie has exhibited allaround talent in football and
basketball intramurals for G-3's
Raiders. His basketball exploits
have earned him the nickname
of "The Shot," He plays semipro ball in the summer, and last
year was MVP and leading
hitter for the New Rochelle
Rob-ins. An economics major,
Dennis is considering g r a d
school in education or poining
the Peace Corps, in addition to
nurturing hopes of someday
playing pro ball.

The Stags' frozen bats remained unthawed by the warm
Florida sun against Tampa.,
which shut out the Stags 2-0
and limited them to four hits.
Frank Mahoney twirled an excellent six-hitter, but was hurt
by lack of hitting support and
costly errors. Miscues by Hock
and Bolger led to the two unearned runs which were Mahoney's demise.
With this inauspicious debut
behind them, the Stags rallied
to end the tour with three
straight wins, the red-hot bats
of Bill Granata and Dennis
Hurlie paving the way. Granata
smacked a homer, a triple, a
double and two singles to power
the Stags over Rollins, 5-3 and
3-2, marking the first time in
five years the Rollins had lost
a twinbill, and ending a thirteen-game win streak.
The Stags slugged seventeen
hits in the two seven inning
contests, with Stan Norman
getting four and Pete Gillen
three. The Stags blended their
torrid hitting with brilliant
pitching by Gibson and Behan
to garner the double win. Gibson went the route in the first
game, allowing only three hits.
Behan worked six frames in
the nightcap, permitting five
hits before Gibson came on in
rellef.
Fairfield then capped its third

in a row with a 6-2 win over
St. Leo's. Gibson picked up the
win, going five innings in relief
of Mahoney. The Stags picked
up two scores in the first as
Bolger walked and .Hurlie and
Granata doubled. The Stags
added two more in the fifth as
Mahoney singled and Hurlie
blasted him in with a homer.
Two more runs were added in
the eighth w hen Granata
doubled in Hurlie and Guisti.
Western Conn.
Western Conn. marked the
Stags' fourth straight victim,
falling 7-1. Fairfield garnered
two runs in the first with
singles by Hock and Hurlie and
a ttipTe by Granata, adding another in the second as Walsh
singled, stole 'second and then
came around on an outfield
miscue. Behan singled in a run
in the fourth, and' the Stags
erupted for three in the eighth
to fashion a comfortable margin for Behan, who went six
innings, and Mahoney who came
on for the final three.
Southern Conn.
Always s t ron g, Southern
snapped the Stags' streak by a
4-1 margin. Two run-producing
doubles by Jim Guercia and
tremendous homers by Guercia
and Frank Morgillo tagged Gibson with the loss.
Holy Cross
Holy Cross dropped Fairfield
2-0 behind Bill Close's 4-hitter.
Brad Behan pitched well but
hurt himself with an errant
throw allowing a run on a sure
double-play ball in the ffrst. He
permitted a walk and back-toback singles in the third for the
Crusaders' only runs. The Cross
was shut out the rest of the
way, but Close left the Stag
bats impotent to nail down the
triumph.
Hartford
Frank Mahoney finally got his
first win of the year against
Hartford, going six strong innings and striking out nine before Behan finished up. With
two on in the opening frame,
Walsh singled in one run, and
Bob Guisti scored on a relay
error. The bases were loaded in
the fourth when Skip Bolger
was hit by a pitch accounting
for Fairfield's final run. The win
evened the Stags' record at 6-6.

Fresh11len Bounced In Opener
By DAVID REEVES
The first freshman baseball
team in Fairfield history opened
their season with a 5-1 loss at
the hands of Springfield College.
The Indians jumped out to a
. quick 2-0 lead which proved
enough to win. With one out in
the first Bob Arvins walked. Jim
Steitz then plugged the rightfield gap on a 1-0 pitch and
raced all the way home.
The Baby Bombers bouneed
right back in thcir brightest
moment of the day; Jim Tully
proceded to strike out the re_
maining tw.o ba.tters and after
one out in the bottom of the
first Hal Lenergan drove a. baIl
to deep centerfield. It cleared

the centerfielder's leap while
Hal touched all the bases. This
was the only run the frosh could
manage throughout the frustmting day.
Springfield added two more in
the third when Maloney doubled
after an infield error and single.
The final Springfield tally came
in the eighth after two were out
when Gleason singled and the
pinch hitter Wouton doubled to
right center.
Frosh Threaten
The frosh threatened in the
seventh when they loaded the
bases with nobody out. Dave
Closter led off with a sharp
single and took second on a muff
in the outfield. After Bob

Scheiber walked, Jim Tully put
down a perfect bunt. In a jam,
the Springfield pitching staff,
which was tough all day, got
a strikeout and then ended the
inning on a double play.
Despite the loss, the frosh
showed not only the spirit but
the talent to play good basebaiL
Jim Tully continually pitched
himself out of trouble and Billy
Seitz turned over two inning
ending double plays at second.
Tully went the distance and
picked up three consecutive
basehits. Tommy Finch didn't
let a pitch get away behind the
plate and added a single in the
sixth.
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Diamondmen Split First 12 Contests

Dennis Huriie awaits pitch as
the Crusaders.

By ROBERT SILLERY
Tech in an atrociously played
The Fairfield U. baseball
game. Tech scored 3 in the third
team managed to fluctuate from
when with 2 out, a bases-loaded,
unimpressive to outstanding in infield fly fell between Hurlie
its first twelve games, starting and Gillen. Fairfield then got
the year with a disappointing back 2 in the bottom of the
loss to Sacred Heart, a tarnish- inning as Hurlie made amends
ed win over New York Tech and
with a two-bagger.
a thumping at the hands of
Fairfield tied the score in the
L.I.U., recouping with a com- fifth and went ahead in the
mendable Florida tour before seventh when Bob Guisti drew
returning home for wins against ... a walk and John Walsh clouted
Western Conn. and Hartford a double to drive in pinch runand losses to Southern and Holy ner Hal Devanney.
Cross.
Tech tied it up in the ninth
Opening day, April 4, was a on a bad throw, two steals and
dismal afternoon for a baseball an error, but the Stags finally
game, and especially so for prevailed in the eleventh when
Fairfield. Beneath a frigid grey Hurlie drew a walk, stole secsky, SHU's gangling, 6-5 hurler ond and came all the way
Dave Beye uncorked his darting around on a poor throw by the
fastball into a gusty, chilling hapless Tech catcher, who was
wind and simply mowed down subjected to fierce, game-long
the Fairfield batsmen to win 7-1. heckling from the fans. Bob
The Pioneers did their dam- Gibson picked up the win in
age in the third and fourth
relief of Brad Behan, who
innings, aided greatly by a pitched fine ball but was victimbasket of Stag errors. In the ized by the deluge of errors.
third,
the Pioneers opened with
L.I.U.
Holy Cross bench looks on. The Stags dropped a 2-0 decision to
a bunt, and pitcher Frank MaL.I.U. pounded Stag starter
(Continued on Page 11)
honey threw past John Walsh,
the runner advancing to third.
A walk, an error by Jim Hock,
a double steal, an infield single
and a wild pitch allowed the
Pioneers to circle the bases
merrily and tally three runs.
A similar situation occurred
in the fourth as a walk, several
Fairfield's s moo t h-stroking
steals, a single, a bunt single,
Nicksa made an excellent run. and a line single to center golf team has established itself
In the first half the Fairfield
tallied three more. At this point, again this year as one of the
First Side was continually on
through the Maroon backfield
Bob Gibson relieved Ma- finest in the East. The linkmen
soph
defense, until in the closing and crossed the line for a
honey and allowed only one opened up the campaign by
seconds Pat Burke hit Mike score. Ferraro converted perripping off seven consecutive
more run the rest of the way.
Kenefick with a fine pass for a
fectly to put the Red up by
triumphs.
The Stags drew blood in the
forty yard gain. In the second eleven. Some kick-blocking by
second, when a single by Skip
Coia Unbeaten
balf the Red Ruggers ripped
P. T. Salomone and Q. MurTed Coia has matched the
Bolger scored Pete Gillen, but
right down into Fordham terphy kept the Rams on the run,
the Pioneers, already playing team's streak with an unritory, and the Red Ruck
and Mike Fox scored the final
blemished record of his own as
their third game, took advan_
marched the ball over the goal,
try of the game on perhaps the
tage of Fairfield's opening day he tore through his opponents
and Murphy touched it down
best play Fairfield has seen this
without tasting defeat.
jitters for the win.
for the try.
year by catching his own flyThe team opened up with a
N. Y. Tech
Minutes later, Murphy found
kick in the air and racing it into
quadranguular
match at the
The
Stags
then
downed
N.Y.
another loose ball and carried it
(Continued on Page 10)
Riverview C.C; vs. Sacred
over for a score. The Rams tried
Heart, Hunter and Brooklyn.
to battle back, but Flush ConThe linksters topped SHU, 6-1,
nolly sprung Steve Ryan loose
Hunter, 7-0, and Brooklyn, 5Yzfor a long gain, and Jimmy
1 Yz. Top scores were carded by
Captain John Hamel (74),
Kevin Karwnerer (76), Bill
Sulik (76) and George Lawrence (78).
The S tag s continued to
streak capturing a triangular
meet held at Yale vs. Southern
suddenly the Red astounded the
Conn. and Hartford. Fairfield
Freeporters by missing tackles,
garnered the double win by
and star English players David
scores of 4-3 and 6-1. Coia
Taylor and Bill Campbell got
netted low scoring honors with
three scores to ice the game
a 79.
for the Freeporters. It should
Pace College provided Fairbe noted that Freeport has won
field with its next victim, falling
39 of their last 42 matches, and
5~-1~ at the Briarhall C.C. in
two of the non-wins were ties.
Briarcliff, N.Y. John McConThey were definitely impressed
achie lead the rout of the highly
with Rugby, Fairfield style, and
rated Pace team with a 72.
they invited the Red down for
Bill Sulik then took his turn at
next year.
copping top honors, carding a
With a make-shift B team,
75 in a 6-1 win over New
the Red knew they were in
Haven.
trouble, but Johnny Langan
Fairfield returns to action
passed the ball to Joe Sindt, and
tomorrow at Central Conn., but
the 'Snagger' went all the way
of course, foremost is the
for a score to the delight of Bill
Metropolitan crown that they
Racoon.
will be defending in New Jersey
An excellent mark by Dave
on May 8, and the New England
Fulton got the Red going again,
Chris Grauert snares a lineout by outleaping his bearded
championships to be held on
Continued on Page 9
opponent.
May 10 and 11.

RFC Regains Momentum,
Trounces Rams, Wesleyan
By STEVE RYAN
After disappointing losses to
Drew, Georgetown and Villanova, the Rugby Club returned to
form to trounce Wesleyan, the
N.Y. Springbucks and Fordham.
After a terrible first half, the
Fairfield A's started playing
well, and ripped off all of their
fourteen points in the final
thirty minutes for a shut-out
victory over Fordham. Quinnie
Murphy was the hero of the
day, as he tallied twice early in
the second half to ice the game
for the Big Red.

'Fairfield Blokes'
Astound Islanders
By STEVE RYAN
The Fairfield RFC played the
best team they have ever encountered in Freeport on Grand
Bahama Island, and yet the Big
Red managed to earn the respect of their opponents. In a
tight first half, the Red held
the superbly experienced Freeporters to three points on a
penalty kick. The Freeporters
were astounded by what Fatty
M a her termed "the bloody
hitting of the Fairfield blokes,"
especially by Doug Ferraro,
'Tiny' Smith, Jack Novero, and
Chris Grauert.
In the second half, the oppressive sun began to take its
toll on the Fairfielders, and
another penalty kick made· it
6-0. Up until this point, it had
been a touch and go game, but

Linksters
Sweep
Seven

